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Very basic game at this point with two modes - 1. dispel evil (by pointing target at problem area and pressing a button til it's
gone) while girl is tied up in a room and 2. walk around a little park grabbing and tying up possessed girls, performing an
exorcism, and releasing them (these 3 actions are done automatically after you successfully grab) without being interrupted by
any other possessed girls while you do it. Most of it is automated and it's a little buggy with visuals when girls get near and with
movement but the real downside is the simplicity - and I don't mean difficulty level, I mean content. Doesn't feel like much of a
game at time of review but dev states he'll add content based on suggestions. I'm giving a TU because I want to encourage more
do be done with this or other similar games. Also I don't know why or how it got tagged with sexual content. While one's mind
might connect the activities in the game with domination/bondage in a sexual setting, unless it's hidden and I just didn't find it,
there isn't a hint of anything remotely sexual.. This is weird game, dont get me wrong, but if you have a need for a fetish game,
this is the one! A massive shoutout to the dev who had the balls and the dedication to make this game, as well as constantly
implementing player feedback. The game itself is fairly repetitive : you are on a small island and you must "excorsise" demon
girls by binding them and performing a cleansing ritual. While it is repetitive, the dev seems to constantly add new features to
keep it relatively fresh.. I was. Frankly really hesitant to write a review of this game, considering the subject matter, and the art
style, but I feel the need to do so now that I've sat down and had a nice chat with the developer of the game, an extremely kind
and well-meaning but down-on-his luck man who deserves all of the love and support he can get. The game itself is rather
simple in concept, a stealth game where you're an exorcist tasked with healing a whole small squadron worth of possessed, albeit
still rather cute girls, by means of restraining and ritualistically dispelling the curse laid upon them. The only issues that I have
with the game currently, are a lack of cursor lock, which will lead to the player accidentally clicking out of the window once or
twice, and a bit of a gripe with the mundanity of the map, the same map each playthrough, just with more and more enemies
piled onto the same small park grounds. It is, though, at its' heart, a game with a wonderfully niche concept that's done pretty
well, with decent enough gameplay to stand on its' own for a decent enough amount of time to be fully enjoyed and, hopefully,
absolutely worth the extremely low price of $1.99, even if it is just to support the developer, who is, as I've said before, an
absolutely wonderful dude.. Quickest hand in the west.
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